
Chapter 4
Banks

"Ever effort has been made by the Federal Reserve Board (FED)
to conceal its powers, but the truth is - the FED has usurped the
Government. It controls everything here (in Congress) and it controls
all our foreign relations. It makes and breaks governments at will." -
Congressman Louis T. McFadden

Who and what is the Federal Reserve ? First, the Federal Reserve is
no more Federal that Federal E,xpress. The Federal Reserve is another
corporation created by the Lawyers, with some 3 hundred stock holders,
another private corporation like Wendys or the District of Columbia
(DBA) the United States or any other corporation, and in turn the
Federal Reserve Bank is controlled by the joint stock trust Federal
Reserve. As a Central Bank operating in accord with the Fifth Plank of
the Communist Manifesto (see E,xhibit "A"pg.92)

The Federal Reserve Corporation is PRIVATE and non-
governmental per Tit le 5 U.S.C. S 302,305, 551.

Under trust law the beneficiaries of the trust are not required to be
divulged, and they have no interest in the management of the trust, and
the trust controls everything we own. If you do not believe the Fed is a
private corporation, look in the phone book and see where the Federal
Reserve is listed. Is it listed under Government in the blue pages, or in
the business pages of the phone book? Look for yourself. (See phone
book of city closest to you that has a Federal Reserve Office.
Cleveland ,Ohio , San Francisco, etc) The Federal Reserve Bank
incorporated in 1914.(Exhibit  "C" pg. 108)
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Better yet take a trip to your nearest Federal Reserve Bank
(Cleveland , Denver, San Francisco, New York etc.) and look at the
corporate seal hanging in the lobby.

Most people do not understand the predicament that the Federal
Reserve has placed them in. In 1933 the entire economy of this country
was turned over to a ruthless bunch of the wealthiest, blue-blooded
foreign families in the world, that have been directing our country on
a very frightening journey. They have influence in every aspect of our
lives in ways that are hard to believe.

Up until The Federal Reserve Act was passed in l9l3 and put into
effect in 1933, our money had substance (gold&silver) to back it. The
constitution says in two places that the only legal money in this country
is Gold and Silver coin, ;
that "no state shall make any Thing but gold and silver Coin a Tender
in Payment of Debts." (Article I Section 10, U.S. Constitution)

The Bible even asserts this idea, where it says that Gold & Silver is
the only " Good Money".

The Money we use is tied to the law it represents.
Gold and Silver Coin = Substance = Wealth=No Interest =

Constitutional Law = Sovereign Jurisdiction = united States of America
= American Citizen/National = Freeman (Freewoman).
Gold and Silver coin = united States of America = REPUBLIC

Green worthless Federal Reserve NoteS = No Substance = Debt/Credit
= Interest = International Commercial Law = Foreign Jurisdiction =
District of Columbia = UNITED STATES - U.S. Citizen = Economic
Slave. Green paper culrencY = Peonage/Slavery.= DEMOCRACY
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A person that was born in Amenca is an Americ an Ctttzenl
National not a U.S . Ctttzen or citrzen of the United States. A U.S.
Crtrzen or citrzen of the United States is an individual that has
immigrated to Amertca and was granted Citrzenship as an Individual
under Title 5 U.S.C. by the UNITED STATES, and becomes a
Corporate citizen of the United States. Remember the Cooper case
revealed US citizenship was based on contract.

Who are these people, that we have allowed to take control of our
money and replace it with worthless paper (currency) and place us into
servitude to them by using their interest laden debt based currency they
created? I thought Congress was to control our money and it's value?

"Very soon, Every American will be required to register their
biological property (human body) in a national system designed to
keep track of the people and that will operate under the ancient
system of pledging. By such methodology, we can compel people to
submit to our agenda which will effect our security as a charge back
for our fiat paper currency (Federal Reserve Notes). Every
American will be forced to register or suffer being able to earn a
living (mark of the beast). They will be our chattel, and we will hold
security interest over them forever, by operation of the law
merchant under the scheme of secured transactions. Americans, by
unknowingly or unwittingly delivered the bills of lading (birth
certificates) to us will be rendered bankrupt and insolvent(
exchanging your work energy for worthless debt instruments),
forever to remain economic slaves through taxation, secured by
their pledges, (social security FICA payments). After all, this is the
only logical way to fund the government, by floating liens and debt
to the registrants (registered voters) in the form of benefits and
privileges. This will inevitably reap to us huge profiits beyond our
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wildest expectations and leave every American a contributor to this
fraud which we will call "social Insurance.'o With out realizing it,
every American will unknowingly be our servant, however
begrudgingly. The people will become helpless and without any
hope for their redemption and we will employ the high office of the
President of our dummy corporation(United States) to foment this
plot against America.- Colonel Edward Mandel House, in meeting
with President woodrow wilson 1920. (Emphasis ( ) added)

Lets take a look at what is called "Fractionahzed Banking " and
how it will be the ruin of this great nation in a few short years. Maybe
around the end of "06" or "08" if the New World Order keeps to its
schedules. Read the book "Bankruptcy 1995" by Harry E. Figgie, Jr.
ISBN # 0-31 6-28206-5 for in depth discussion and The grace
Commission Report from the Reagan Days .

All of our money is printed by the Federal Reserve at a cost of
about 2 cents per Bill, regardless of the denomination.
A one dollar Bill costs 2 cents to print , a 100 dollar Bill also costs 2

cents to print.

If we need a Loan we go to the Bank to get it and the Bank leads us
to believe that it is going to lend us money out of the deposits it 's
customers have made in their savings accounts. Correct ? So we must
first fill out an application to see if we can qualify for the loan. Do we
have any credit or do we have any bad credit, etc.

In reality the bank does not loan us any money that is on deposit by
it's depositors. Hogwash I said until I read "Modern Money
Mechanics."
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"Modern Money Mechanics", is a publication of the Federal
Reserve Bank of Chicago, and says;
"This money is then loaned into circulation by our local banks, with the
amounts of its loans determined bv the reserves the bank has on hand.
or a fraction thereof. "

On page 6 , the last parugraph describes how money is created by
the Federal Reserve Banks, the process is referred to as " Multiple
Expansion Process." It says;
" If business is active, the banks with excess reserves probably will
have opportunities to loan the $9000.00.
pay out loans from mone! the! receive ss deposits. If they did this, no
additional money would be created. What the! do when the! make

(liabilities) both rise by $9000.00 Reserves are unchanged by the loan
transactions. But the deposit credits constitute new additions to the total
deposits of the banking system."
(emphasis added)(see exhibit D Pg. 1 I 3& I 14)

The real Money/Value in the transaction came from your Signature
on the Promissory Note you signed. The Bank then accepted for Value
your Note and converted it into Check Book Currency, then into
Federal Reserve Notes or a deposit to your checking account and called
it a loan to you, with interest attached, when in reality you loaned the
bank the money by granting them the use of your promissory note.
without interest. The bank changed the risk and their cost in the
transaction when they failed to divulge that their risk was limited to the
reserves they are required to keep, in most cases around l}Vo of the
value of the loan. On a $10,000.00 note the banks risk would be around
$ I ,000.00, your note provided the other 90Vo of the value or $9,000.00.

dits to the
borrowers' transaction accounts. Loans (assets) and deposits
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AWorkbook on Bank Reserves and Deposit Expansion
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Bank Deposits-How Tkey Expand or Contract

let us assume that expansion in the money stock is
desired by the Federal Reserve to achieve its policy objec-
tives. One way the central bank can initiate such an expan-
sion is through purchases of securities in the open markel
Payment for the securities adds to bank reserves. Such
purchases (and sales) are called "open market operations.'

How do open market purchases add to bank reserves
and deposits? Suppose the Federai Reserve System,
through its trading desk at the Federal Reserve Bank of
New lbrk, buys $10,000 of Treasury bilis from a dealer in
U.S. government securities.3 In today's worid of computer-
ized financial transactions, the Federai Reserve Bank
pays ior tlg securitles wlth ffi
q! itseU.a Via its "Fedwire" transfer network the Fedent
Reserve noti-fies the dealer's desigaated bank (Bank A)
that payment for the securities should be credited to (de
posited in) the deaier's account at Bank A At the same
time, Bank A s reserve account at the Federal Reserve
is credited for the amount of the securitjes purchase.
The Fedenl Reserve System has added S10,000 of securi-
hes to its assets, which it has paid for, in effect, by c'reanng
a liabilirr* on itselJ in the form of bank reserve balances.
These reserues on Bank A's books are matched by'
S10,000 of the dealer's deposits that did noi exisr before.
See illustration l.

How the Multiple Expansion Process Works

if the process ended here, there would be no "multi-
ple" expansion, i.e., deposits and bank reserves would
have changed by the same amounl However. banks are

uired to mahtain reserues equat t6iiTilEffiiTf

assets - nves[nents.
nused or excess reserves earn-noEG ctuTent

regulations, the reserve requirement against most t-ansac-
[ion accounts is 10 percenls Assuming, for simplicig, a
uniJorm 10 percent reserve requirement against all transac-
tion deposits, and further assumiag that all banks anempr
to remain fuily invested, we can no.iv face the process of
expansion in deposis which can take place on the basis of
the ad^ditional reserves prov-ided b,v the Federal Resene
System's purchase of U.S. government securirjes.

The expansion process may or ma-v not begin wittt
Bank A depending on what the dealer does wirh the mon-
ey received frorn the sale of securities. If the dealer imme*
ciiately wnres checks for S10,000 and ali of then aie
cieposited in other banks, Bank A loses both deposits and
reserves and shows no net change as a result of the Sys-
tem's open ma;ket purchase. However, other banks have
received them. ir{osr likeiy, a part of the initial deposit wil}
remai:i ,a'ith Bank A anci a part will be shifted ro other
banks as tire deaier's checks ciea.

It does not realiy mater where this money is at any
given time. The important hct is thatthae deposits da not
disappear. They are in some deposit accounts at all times.
Ail banks together have S10,000 of deposits and reserves

'excess reserves."
See illustration 2.

If business is active, the banks with excess reserves
probably will have opporhrnities to loan the $9,000. Of
course, they do not realiy pay out ioans from the moi$
they receive as deposits. if they did this, no additional
money wouTdffid. What thev do when they make
loans is to acceDt promissory notes in exchange for credits

Lo the borrowers'transaction accounts. lpans (assea)
and deposits Qiabilities) both rise by S9,OOO. Reserves are
unchanged by the loan t-ansactions. But the deposit cred-
its constitute new additions to the total deposits of the
bankrng system. See ilLustration 3.

EXHIBIT

i \
3 t )

!s E1,000. The remaining S9,000 is
is amount can be loaned or invested

ther

3Dollar amounts useci in the various iliustrations do not necessarily bear
aay resernbiance to actuai ransactions. For example, open ma.rket opera-
tions rypic-aliy are conducted with man_v deaien and in amounts totaling
several biliion dollars.

{ Indeed., inany transactions today are accompiisheci through a-r eiectronic
u-ansfer ot runds between accounts rather than tirrough issuance of a pape:
check. Apan irom ihe trmrng of postrng, the accountrng ent'les are the
sa-rne whether a u?nsfer is made with a paper check or elecc.onicai)y The
lerrn "check," thereio:'e, rs used for both Dpes of E-ansfers.

sFor eacir Dank. ahe reserve reouirernent is 3 percent on a speci-[ed base
a-'nou:L of trar.sacirgn ac:ou:.[s ard l0 pe:cen: o:. :he amo:n: above tt:s
base. Initiall-v. the N'loneury Con|rol Act set this base amount - called the
'low resewe tranclle" - at S25 million, and orovided for it to change
annualiy rn iine with the gro*th in transaction deoosits naiionallv. The low
reserue lznche was 541..1 million in 199i and S12.2 million in 1992. The
Gar:-St Ge:ma:: A:: of 1962 fufther modi.fieo f.ese reoulennenls bv
exempiirg the i:'si 52 niliion of resenzble liabiLties from reserve requrre
rIe:rts. i-rke ti:e iow :eserue tranche, the exempi ievel is aCjusteci each vea:
to reflecl g:-owi.h rn rcsenabie liabilioes. The exempt leveiwas S3.4 millior
; . .  . q c  r - i  l 1  a  - :  , . - . -  . o o - /
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Oh, of course you understand that all these " loans" carry usury
known to you as interest, in this case around 10 7o interest,
compounded. That's right, we pay compound interest on money created
out of thin air by the stroke of a computer key. We pay interest on the
supposed loan from the bank and we pay additional interest on the total
accumulation of money in circulation, known as the National Debt.

How would you like to have a corporation that could print all the
money for two cents, regardless of the face amount, and then turn
around and loan it out at 87o to l0 % compound interest of its Face
Value? Then create additional credit at the stroke of a computer key
with more interest on the credit? (Credit cards) The Bible calls this
Usury and condemns it. In fact the entire assets of the country are
collaterahzed against the debt owed to the Federal Reserve Bank, called
the National Debt, it now adds up to around $ l7 Trill ion ( 4.5 Trill ion
on budget, the balance off budget) and this debt raises by a Billion
Dollars each Day. And it has never been reduced by the amount of Gold
& Silver Coin that the American people were forced to turn over to the
crooks at the beginning of this tragedy.

What's more interesting is that you could neverpay off the debt even
if you confiscated all of the paper money in print. The National debt is
based on the amount of money the Federal Reserve has printed and put
into circulation. Example if there was $1000.00 dollars in print and an
interest of 107o is assessed against it or $100.00 in interest for a total
due of $1100.00, but there has only been $1000.00 printed where do
you get the other $100.00 to pay the interest due, it was never printed,
only assessed. ?
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In the Congressional Record of March 9, L933, congressman
Patman is quoted as saying about the Federal Reserve Act;
" The money will be worth 100 cents on the dollar because it is backed
by the credit of the nation. It will represent a mortgage on all the
homes and other property of all the people in the nation."
(Emphasis added)

Read that again ! Even if you have paid off your mortgage, your
house is still being held as collateral against the national debt, which is
virtually impossible to pay off.

Today the federal Reserve Notes are worth about 10 cents on the
dollar. The Congressman forgot to mention the effects of inflation that
the Federal Reserve can create by the stroke of a computer key.

E,ven if you have paid off your house it is stil l collateral for the
bonds the government issues to the Fedcral Reserve in exchangc for the
Federal Reserve Notes put into circulation, thus you have to pay
property taxes (rent) on the house you think you own. Get the picture;
neither we nor our government has any control over the money.

J

Thomas Jefferson, the father of the constitution warned us about
this situation saying,;
" If the American people ever allow private banks to control their

currency, first by inflation then by deflation, the banks and
corporations that grow up around them will deprive the people of
all property until their children will wake up homeless on the
continent their fathers conquered."
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How many homeless do we have in America today, compared
to 5 yrs. ago, 10 yrs ago?

I do not think that it could have been said as well today. Every debt
in this country is discharged to the Federal Reserve by the use of
colorable War Script currency, in that it is not legally money at all.

The Constitution in Article 1, section 8 says that Consress" has
the power to coin money, regulate the value thereof."

I assure you that at that time in history they did not "Coin Money"
out of paper. It was gold and silver.

Further in Article 1, section 10 ;
" No state shall... Coin money: emit bil ls of credit, make anything but
gold and silver coin a tender in paynaenl of debts."
(Emphasis added).

Which brings up the question, if the state of say Ohio accepts paper
in payment of debt in lieu of Gold and Silver coin, is it the
Constitutional, the State Ohio, or the Corporation the STATE of OHIO?

ln The Coinage Act of Aprilz, L792, Congress defines the dollar as
consisting of 311.25 grains of pure silver. How does a piece of paper
that only weighs a few grams, and says that it is a Federal Reserve Note
on it's face, fit that description ? A Note is a promise to pay, an account
payable, a debt.
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Further, these Federal Reserve Notes are no longer backed by one of
those dollars described in the Coinage Act, as many of you have been
misled to believe. Fort Knox is little more than a National Monument
for all practical purposes, as the gold held there is only the gold
confiscated from the people in 1933, melted into bullion and placed in
Fort Knox to further deceive the people. All of the silver and gold
deposits made by the American people in the 1800 and 1900's went to
the blue blood's in Europe.

Under our former monetary system anyone who had gold or silver
bullion, how ever retained,, whether by mining or other, could take the
bullion to the U.S. Mint and have it coined into money. This new
money was then spent into circulation by the owner in exchange for
goods or services, thereby forming a debt free economy.

Today under the Federal Reserve System, there is no way to get
culTency into circulation without borrowing it from a bank. The verv
medium used is a NOTE, an I owe you, for a dollar. Not a Dollar. A
NOTE is defined as : " a bill of account:, a paper promising payment."

So under our current system the bank prints up our Currency (Fiat
Money) in the form of a note and we have to borrow their NOTE, (FRN,
a promise to pay) an obligation of the United States,, from the Bank and
then they charge us interest on the use of their Note that was exchanged
for our promissory note, but the bank only provided l0% of the value.
So we are paying interest on a promise to pay on a supposed loan that
we generated 907o of the value. That means that we have not paid for
anything in this country since the Federal Reserve started printing our
money and created the current debt based system. If you have paid for
everything that you have with Federal Reserve Notes you never paid for
it at all.
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What you unknowingly did is defray the payment to the Federal
Reserve a PRIVATE CORPORATION, and they in turn promise to pay
in the future and are cuffently charging us all, the whole country,
interest on all of the NOTES that they have in circulation or hoarded in
their vaults, and they hold a Mortgage on all of the assets of the
country. Scares me.

"The Fed should be repealed, and the Fed Banks having violated
their charters, should be liquidated immediately. F'aithless government
officials who have violated their oaths of office should be impeached
and brought to trial."

"Mr. Chairman, the United States is bankrupt: It has been
bankrupted by the corn-rpt and dishonest Fed. The man who deceives the
people is a traitor to these United States."- Congressman Louis B.
McFadden 1933. assassinated on third attempr 1935.

The paper culrency is supposed to be backed by the silver and gold
on deposit with the banks.

In a U.S. Supreme Court case called Clearfield Trust Co. v. United
States, 318 fJ. S. 363 (1943), better known as the Clearfield Doctrine.
The decision of the court was that:
"Governments descend to the level of a mere corporation, and takes on
the characteristics of a mere private citizen.... where private corporate
commercial paper (Federal Reserve Notes) and securities (checks) is
concerned. .....For purposes of suit, such corporations and individuals
are regarded as entities entirely separate from government. "
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In a second case in the Supreme Court , United States v. Burr,
309 U.S. 242 the Court stated in part;
"When governments enter the world of commerce, they are subject to

the same burdens as any private firm or co{poration. "

If a government court or agency accepts federal reserve notes in
payment for a fine or other obligation, is it a government agency or a
corporation, posing as a government agency?

It's a corporation, it 's a business, just like Home Depot or Wendys
or Lowes it is not government. It's De Facto sovernment.

"This is a government of the people,, by the people and for the
people no longer. It is a government of corporations, by corporations,
and for corporations."- President Rutherford B. Hayes.

"Banking was conceived in iniquity and born in sin. Bankers own
the earth; take it away from them br-rt leave them with power to create
credit, and, with a fl ick of the pen, they will create enough money to
buy it all back again. Take this power away from them and all great
fortunes like mine will disappear, and they ought to disappear, for then
the world would be a happier and better world to live in. But if you
want to be slaves of bankers and pay the cost of your own slavery, then
let the bankers control money and control credit." - Lord Stamp, a
Director of the Bank of England, 1940
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"I have two great enemies, the southern anny in front of me and
the financial institutions in the rear. Of the two, the one in my rear is the
greatest foe. The Government should create, issue and circulate all the
cuffency and credit needed to satisfy the spending power of the
Government and the buying power of consumers. Money will cease to
be master and become the servant of humanity. Democracy will rise
superior to the money power." - Abraham Lincoln.

"Banks have done more injury to the religion, morality, tranquility,
prosperity and even wealth of the nation than they can have done or
ever will do good." -President John Adams 1819

"The Courts must be called to our aid, debts must be collected, bonds
and mortgages foreclosed as rapidly as possible"
"When through the process of law, the common people have lost their
homes, they will be more traceable and easily governed through the
influence of the strong arrn of the government applied to a central
power of imperial wealth under the control of the leading financiers.
People without homes will not quarrel with their leaders."

Bankers Manifesto of 1892

"I sincerely believe that banking institutions are more dangerous
to our liberties than standing armies."-President Thomas Jefferson.
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"The money power prays upon the nation in times of peace and
conspires against it in times of adversity. It is more despotic than
monarchy, more insolent than autocracy, more selfish than bureaucrucy
. I see in the near future a crisis approaching that unnerves me and
causes me to tremble for the safety of my country. Corporations have
been enthroned, an era of comrption in high places will follow, and the
money power of the country will endeavor to prolong its REIGN by
working upon the prejudices of the people until the wealth is aggregated
in a few hands and the Republic is destroyed."- President Abraham
Lincoln, after the National Banking Act of 1863 passed.

" The truth is well known among our principal men now engaged
in forming an imperialism of capital to govern the world. While they are
doing this the people must be kept in a condition of antagonism. By thus
dividing the voters we can get them to expend their energies infighting
over questions of no importance to us, except as teachers to lead the
common herd. Thus by discrete actions we can secure all that has been
so generously planned and successfully accomplished."- The Bankers'
Magazine, USA, 1892.

"The issue which has swept down the centuries, and which will
have to be fought sooner or later, is the People versus the Banks." -
Lord Acton in 1875.

"As the situation stands at present, the banker is in a unique
position. He is probably the only known instance of the possibility of
lending something without parting with anything; and making a profit
on the transaction, obtaining in the first instance his commodity free."-
C.H. Douglas in a speech in Newcastle, 1923.
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